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the superhero film is an american cultural
phenomenon, enjoying blockbuster status in its third
weekend. the big screen debut of zack snyder's
blockbuster superman, man of steel, has been a real
event for dc fans and movie-goers alike. and while it
did not match the enormous hype that surrounded
the release of batman begins, man of steel did
manage to exceed expectations. as the big screen
debut for dc entertainment, man of steel posted an
opening weekend of over $52 million in north
america, making it the highest-grossing film of the
summer. with a total domestic box office of $111.2
million, man of steel is now the most successful
superhero film in history.now that's what you call a
blockbuster. the man of steel costume was worn in
the movie by man of steel actor henry cavill. to
celebrate the movie's release, look for a video of
cavill wearing the costume. man of steel is a 2011
american superhero film directed by zack snyder
and written by david s. goyer based on the dc
comics character superman. it is the first installment
in the dc extended universe and is also the first film
in the man of steel film series. it was released in the
united states on june 14, 2011 and received a
worldwide theatrical release on june 14, 2012. the
film was well received by critics and grossed $534.4
million worldwide against a $250 million budget,
making it the highest-grossing film in the dc
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extended universe, surpassing the dark knight.
when henry cavill (man of steel) started to play
superman, he told about his ideas for the character:
"i like the idea that clark kent is this nerdy guy who
had a life that was completely different from
superman. he was a human being. he was
vulnerable, he had fears, he had insecurities, and he
wanted to be loved. superman had to be invincible.
he had to have no emotions, no fears. because he
didn't have those things, he could accomplish the
world's greatest feats."
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man of steel was released in the united states on
june 14, 2011, and was met with critical and

commercial success. the film was considered an
"event" movie, the first in the dc extended universe,
and was the highest-grossing film in the dceu at the

time, surpassing both the dark knight and the
avengers. as much fun as it is to watch the cast and

crew of batman v superman: dawn of justice lose
their collective minds, it also highlights an

uncomfortable truth. while the two man of steel
remakes have been largely received as positive
cinematic experiences, many people have been
uncomfortable with the fact that director zack
snyder is also putting his stamp on batman. no

doubt, batman v superman: dawn of justice was not
a great film (though admittedly, it was a better

batman than the 2003 batman begins). still, the fact
that snyder is also getting his “own” batman film
after the dark knight casts a pall over the whole

affair. the batman v superman cast, crew, and even
some fans have criticized ben affleck and henry

cavill's performances. thankfully, as long as there
are superhero movies out there, batman v

superman isn't the last of the franchise. director
zack snyder has confirmed that he's developing
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justice league and man of steel sequels, so fans
shouldn't be concerned about whether or not they're

going to get their favourite dc characters back on
the big screen. the batman v superman cast is

heading back to justice league and man of steel 2. if
you missed our breakdown of who these actors are,

then you can check out our interview with those
cast members below! 5ec8ef588b
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